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A CLOSER LOOK AT YOUR RX

This chapter  is devoted to relieving your curiosity about the “secrets” of
your  KX printer’s operation. Feel free to pass over this if you’re an old
hand at the printer controls or not particularly inquisitive. Of course, the
more you know about your printer, the more comfortable you’ll be and
the more you’ll ultimately be able to do with it. We plan to stick t6  the
basics so don’t be worried about being subjected her-e to a sensory overload
of arcane computerese.

W’ith  that said, let’s take a brief, closer look at this remarkable new
machine of yours, focusing first on the print head.

One Head’s Better Than None
The print head might be thought of as a tiny Gatling  gun that uses

electrical impulses to “fire” pins instead of bullets. The pins are arranged
venically  in a nine-pin column. Rather than just one pin at a time, it can
fire any number in any combination. The print head is shown in Fig. 3-1.

Fig. 3-1 The RX Print Head
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A CLOSER LOOK AT YOUR RX

Tiiese pins (actually wires) strike the ribbon to make the dots of the dot
matrix character. Because there is only one column of pins, the head mo\‘es
sideways to make a complete character. Each letter, number, or symbol is
formed within a six-column, nine-row matrix at up to 100 characters a
second.

(Hint: You’re right, that is fast. So fast that the head becomes hot and
can htu-t  if you touch it before it cools. So keep that in mind when changing
the ribbon or otherwise doing something inside the printing area.)

Printing of the letter T is illustrated in Fig. 3-2. TO print an uppercase T,
the print head fires pin 1 in columns 1 and 2; pins 1 through 7 in column 3;
and pin 1 again in columns 4 and 5. Column 6 is left blank for a space
before the next character.

1 3 4 5

Fig. 3-2 Firing Order of Pins for Letter T

The dot matrix system is what gives the RX printer so much more
flexibility over daisy wheel printers. It enables you, with various com-
mands, to conveniently change typefaces, pitch, weight, and other charac-
ter features without interrupting the printing operation.

Variations on the theme

Each RX character can be printed out in one of three different widths
(also called pitches). What this means simply is that the distance traveled by
the print head between firings is varied so the dot columns (and as a result,
the characters) appear closer together or farther apart.
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This  provides  you wish a choice of three different character widths:  pica
and clitc  (both familiar sizes to typewriter users) at 10 and 12 characters per
inch, and condcnscd, at a hair over 17 characters per inch. Examples of the
three standard cype’sizes are shown in Fig. 3-3.

, 1 inch ,

C o n d e n s e d
I

Fig. 3-3 Comparison between the Three Standard Type Widths

Some RX users find they more consistently need condensed type  rather
than pica or elite. To meet this requirement, rhe printer  has a DIP swirch
that can be set SO Condensed mode is automatically selected when the
power is turned on. To make this printer adjustment, turn DIP switch l-l
to ON. You’ll then be ser for printin g out financial spreadsheets and other
work thar requires especially tight printing.

Later, to change the type to either of the other two pitches, you can
instruct the printer with a simple command. That command and others will
be explained in full later.

Overlaps

Although each RX characrcr  is designed to be five or fewer columns
wide, dots can also be placed midway between each main column. This
means rhat the dor pattern is printed twice, shifted one half dot to the right.
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As shown in Ftg.  3-4, the dots prmtcd  m these mtcrmcdtatc  posirions
actually overlap with those in the main columns. You can easily see the
difference in the comparison between a normal and an “emphasized” Icrtcr,

as shown in Fig. 3-5.

Fig. 3-4 Overlapping Dots Fig. 3-5 Normal and
Emphasized “M”

The print head can overlap dots both horizontally and vcrrically.  To
overlap dots vertically, the print head first prints the line of characters
normally, returns to the home position, and then prints the same line again,
but first advancing the paper ever so slightly (l/216  inch to be exact). This
has the effect of closing the vertical spaces between dots.

This is “double strike” printing and is one of the ways that you can print
distinctive, solid-looking characters with your RX printer.
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The  Data “Warehouse”
All the data you  send  to the RX from the computer spend some time in

the printer’s  prmt buffer. The buffer acts as a sort of data warehouse. It
holds the data until it either becomes full or until you send it one of the
control codes that empties it. One such control code is carriage return

(CW

With the printer’s left margin set at zero, the buffer holds up to 136
characters of pica (normal) width print and somewhat more for elite and

condensed widths. (This capacity is increasingly reduced the farther the
margin is set to the right.) When  the buffer becomes completely full, the
KX consecutively processes the line one character at a time.

Thus, a sort of assembly line process takes place, in which the raw text
data are sequentially manufactured into characters according to the last
control code processed. If a different manufacturing technique is indicated
(such as to emphasize characters through double-striking), the printer is
switched by a control code to the new task until instructed orh&wise.

A Matter of Communication

If you’re like many new or casual computer users, you’ve taken it just as
a matter of faith that when you press a certain key, the character you
wanted will appear on the screen. If you wish, you can continue to fall back
on that faith with your new printer as well. Simplv input the correct
commands, type away, and watch your printer obediently, respond.

What’s going on inside isn’t that difficult to understand, however.

The “ask-ee” codes

Years ago, manufacturers agreed on a system of coding, called the
American Standard Code for Infomlation  Interchange (ASCII), to provide
a common code base for data processing. This system is used today by
most computers, printers, and software. Pressing a character key on your
computer produces a bit pattern representing a particular ASCII (pro-
nounced “ask-ee”) code. The code is interpreted by the printer, which
responds by printing the letter, number, or symbol desired. Or, in the case
of a control code, it performs a requested function.
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Most ot the 256 ASCII ,numbers  are codes tor specific characters.
Typically, codes’: 32 through 126 are reserved for the normal set  tif
alphanumeric characters and special symbols. For instance, 65 rcpr-escnts
capital “A”, while 90 represents capital “Z”. The italic chamctcr  set  is
cxprcssed  by codes lbO_through 254.  Other numbers product  intcmntional
characters, while still others concern computer and printer functions. Table
3-I summarizes the ranges of the ASCII codes used by the RX. (An
itemized listing of the codes and what they do is provided in the appendix.)

Srmdxd  jromm)  charxrcr  SC,Srmdxd  jromm)  charxrcr  SC,

Add~rmnzi  pnnrcr conml  codesAdd~rmnzi  pnnrcr conml  codes

Table 3-1 The RX and ASCII CodesTable 3-1 The RX and ASCII Codes

To sum up, some ASCII codes produce standard charactersTo sum up, some ASCII codes produce standard characters andand
symbols, some produce italic and international characters,symbols, some produce italic and international characters, andand
“drive” the printer.“drive” the printer.

special
others

How to Use the ASCII Codes

Cbviously, you can’t just type “65” to make your printer come up with
an “A.” You’ve first got to tell your computer whether you want the letter
to appear on your screen or be printed by the RX. This in done by
inputting PRINT (for the screen) or LPRINT (for the printer). (Your
computer mav not use these commands. If so, check its reference manual
and substitute the statements required by your computer.)

We’ll want our letter “A” to be printed out by the printer, so we use the
LPRINT command.

Next, it’s necessary to unlock the door to the ASCII code table in your
computer’s memory. This is done by using a speciai  BASIC keyword. This
keyword always takes the form of CHR$(n), where n represents the
desired code.

::- Codes can be expressed in binary, hexadecimal, or decimal form. For case
of understanding, we use decimal.
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-

For cnpitnl  letter “A”, the number 65 appears within  pnrenthcses,  Jil\c
so:

18  LPFiItdT  (h5)

After you type this, run your little program and you should see an “A”
printed out.

A

The CHR$(n) Key
To put it simply, it helps to think of the CHRS keyword as the “kc.y”

that unlocks the door to the ASCII table. You tell your computer which
code you want by inserting the number within the parentheses following
CHRS. Depending on the code, either a character will appear, or you will
have instructed the printer to perform some activity, such as line feed or
boldfacing.

There’s a bit of a catch here, though.

Except for the standard character set, the codes used for functions and
special characters (generally codes less  than 32 and over 127) may vary
from one make of computer to another. This causes some incompatibility
problems between computers and printers. Fortunately, it is often possible
to overcome those code inconsistencies.

You’ll want to compare the codes used by your computer with those of
the RX. This can be done by checking the code tables given in the manuals
for both devices.

Escaping  the ASCII limitations

Even with up to 256 ASCII codes available, printers eventually had so
many features that all available codes were exhausted. The solution was to
string codes together, thus permitting major expansion of the control code
vocabulary.

The format used for this by the RX printer is  the ESCape  code
CHRS(27) followed by one or more of the RX’s other codes. This second
code can take the form of CHR$(n)  or “n”. (One way to think of the ESC
code is that it allows an “escape” from the limitations of the too-small
ASCII code table.)
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Let’s see how the ESC~  code works on two often-used KX functio~~~
---automatic  underline and setting the left margin.

Example 1. Automatic w&dine

10 LF'RINT CHHOt27);"-1";
20 LFRINT "Underline"

Input these two lines, RUN the program, and you’ll get this:

Underline

As yet: see, the underlining occurs automatically. This mode prints by
firing the ninth pin as the line of text (including the spaces) is printed. This
feature is good to emphasize text and to make job applicatio:  and other
fill-in-the-blank forms. You can prove this to yourself by printtng  a couple
of lines. Simply type

10 LF'RINT CHR8(27);"-1";
Z0 LPRINT "Underline"
30 LF'RINT at II

40 LF'WINT fl I*

and RUN your program. The result will be:

Under1 ine

Example 2. Setting the left margin

10 LPRINT CHR8(~7);"i"~CHR*(20~
Z0 LF'RINT "New margin"

After substituting this statement line in your program as shown, go
ahead and RUN it. The left margin is now set 20 character spaces to the
right.
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j ‘ou ma).  be surprised to see that the automatic underline is still in effect,
even thoush  the program itself no longer contains the ESC code that
ori:;inAlly  caused the underlining. This is because modes will stay in effect
until they xc turned off.

To turn off the automatic underline, first delete line 10 of the Program,

type

LF'RINT CHRS(27);"-B";

and, instead of inputting RUN, merely press the carriage return key to
send the new instruction to the printer.

Now if you RUN your program, the underline (and your form blanks)
disappear, like so:

Change Mode Commands
What was just demonstrated is one of the three ways you can turn off a

function. We gave the printer a specifis change command directed at only
one mode-the underline mode. You’ll use this technique when you wish
to reset only one or a few modes. Each mode requires its own turn-off
instruction.

If you want to start from scratch-the printer’s default settings-your
Rx  comes with a convenient initialize control code: CHR$(27)“@“.  Thus,
when you type

LPRINT CHRF(Z7);"@";

and then RUN the program, this is what happens:

N e w  m a r g i n

A third, more drastic way to achieve the same thing is to simply turn off
the printer. This also reverts the RX to its default settings but can interfere
with computer-printer communication.
sparingly, if at all.

So it’s best to use this technique
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Mixing Pitch Modes

By now it should be clear that it’s possible to use more  than one CHKS
code setting at a time. For instance, you may wish to undcrlinc  a lint  of
italic text. Let’s create a program to that effect by inputting this:

rw4
1 0  LPFilNT  CHM(27)  ;  “4”;  “ T h e s e  a r e  i t a l i c s  “;
2 0  L P H I N T  CHRB(27);“-l”;“now  u n d e r l i n e d . ”
3 0  LPFINT  CHRS (27)  ; “B”;

Okay, now RUN the program to get this:

These are i tall cs now under I ined.

In statement 30, we provided an initialize code to switch the printer back
to its original settings. Now we’re ready to try something even fancier.
Let’s see what happens when we use Superscript mode on the same line
with Italic and Underline modes. Input line XI  again but with one change.

10 LFFrINT  CHFG (27)  ;  "4"; “ T h e s e  a r e  i t a l i c s  “;
2 0  L P R I N T  ~HFi8~~7~;“-l”;“now”;CHR~~27~;“S0”;”

under1 ined. ”
30 LPRINT CHFC’B (27)  ; “@“;

This is what your printer should produce:

These are italics RCIW un*-rl*n-d-

Mode pecking order

Some modes were created more equal than others, with the result that if
two conflicting modes are used together, the one with priority will be in
effect while the other will be temporarily ignored. If the mode with
priority is turned off, the other mode will then take effect.

Table 3-2 Mode Summary Table 3-3 Mode Priority
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CONTROLLING YOUR PRINTER

As related in previous chapters, there are two types of codes-character
and control. Control codes simply tell the printer what to do with the
characters that follow-whether they should be elite, condensed, double-
spaced, and so on.

Control codes determine what the pages coming out of your printer are
going to look like.

Mixing and Matching
What makes the control codes interesting is the fact that they can be

used in combination. You can print, for example, double-struck empha-
sized italic characters. Now not only is that a mouthful, but if this is your
first encounter with a dot matrix printer, you probably can’t quite imagine
what such characters might look like.

The purpose of this chapter is to get you to know your control codes
-what they do, what their special characteristics are, how they can be
combined-so you can have all of the capabilities of the RX at your
fingertips.

AU hands on

The best way to learn is to do. The different control codes will only
become meaningful to you when you have used them. This chapter is
designed to give you a chance to do that by providing several programs that
let you “walk through” the codes.

These are simple little programs that let you try your hand at the
different combinations of control codes that the printer has to offer. We
also try to explain the different problems as they arise so that by the time
you’ve finished with this chapter, you should be good friends with all the
control codes.
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Where to Find It

The second half of this chapter is a quick reference listing of the conti-01
codes grouped by function with a thumb index so !fou  can get  to the
information you need fast. These give you the information you will riced
for actual use of each code. It is expected that after you’ve mastered the use
of the printer, this manual will then spend the rest of its life next to the
printer open to this section.

Spaces

The first group of control codes we look at is those that control the line
spacing. They are:

ESC 0, ESC 1, ESC 2, ESC 3, ESC A

These simple, straightforward codes set the desired line spacing for your
printer. The choices you have are I/8 inch, 7/72 inch, l/6 inch, a/216  inch,
and n/72  inch.

The last two choices are for precise control of line spacing where n can
be freely specified by the user. l/72  inch corresponds to the vertical spacing
between dots, and l/216  inch to l/3  the vertical distance between dots.

Line spacing of 7/72 inch is equivalent to seven dot spaces or one
standard character. This means that with ESC 1 there is no spacing be-
tween lines.

Trying it yourself

This is the first of our walkthrough programs. Input this program
exactly as shown and then RUN it. It will first ask you to input a control
code. Here if you input “3” this value will be assigned to variable
“CODES” in line 10. The program will then ask for a value for n. Input
how many 216ths of an inch spacing you want. Let’s say you want 201216
inch line  spacing. Input “20” and hit the RETURN key. (If the code
you’ve chosen doesn’t require a value for n, don’t worry-just press the
RETURN key and everything wiIl  be all right.)
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ESCape  to Space Program

10 INPUT "INPUT CONTROL CODE";CODES
20 INPUT "VALUE FOR n PLEASE";N
30 PRINT "CINY COMMENTS ABOUT ESCAPE CODE ";CODES;
40 INPUT COMMENT*
50 LPRINT CHRS(27);CODES;CHRttN);
60 LPRINT "THIS IS ESCAPE CODE ";CODES;" WHICH ";
COMMENT%

70 FOR X=1 TO 5
80 LPRINT "LINE SPACING -------II
90 NEXT X
100 LPRINT
110 END

How it’sdone

The values you input in lines 10 and 20 are used in line 40 so we have the
equivalent of

LPRINT CHR$(27);“3”;CHR$(ZO)

which is the standard escape sequence and a pretty familiar sight to us by
now. In all of the walkthrough programs you will find a line like line 40.
This is where we substitute the values input by the user (or generated by
the program itself) to vary the operation of the printer.

Your opinion

Most of the programs will also ask for your comments. This is output on
the printer for a permanent record. Input something that will help you
remember later what the code in question is about. If you save all your
printouts from this chapter, you’ll end up with your own customized
reference library for control codes.
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RUNning Escape to Space

PE CODE 1 WHICH SETS 7172 INCH SPACING

THIS IS ESCAPE CODE 0 WHICH SETS l/8  INCH SPACING
L I N E  S P A C I N G  - - - - - - -
L I N E  SPCICING - - - - - - -
L I N E  SPKING  - - - - - - -

,
L I N E  S P A C I N G  - - - - - - ---..-  -. ..--..-
LINE SPACING - - - - - - -

THIS IS ESCAPE CODE A WHICH SETS 24172  INCH SPACIN8

LINE SPCICING _------

LINE SPCICING - - - - - - -

LINE SPCICING - - w - s - -

L I N E  SPACINO - - a - - - -

LINE SPCICING __-----
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Making Pap
This next group  of control’codes determine the “look” of your page

--its Icn6.h  and \\ridth,  horizontal and vertical TAB settings, and so on.
The codes in this group are:

ESC Q,  ESC I, ESC D, HT,  ESC B, VT, ESC b, ESC /, ESC C,
ESC N, ESC 0

This  is a list giving the role of each code.

ESC Q
ESC 1
ESC D
HT
ESC B
VT
ESC b
ESC /
ESC C
ESC N

ESC ,O

Sets the right margin.
Sets the left margin.
Sets horizontal TAB positions.
Moves the print head to the next horizontal TAB position.
Sets vertical TAB positions.
Advances the paper to the next vertical TAB position.
Presets vertical formats.
Selects among vertical formats preset by ESC b.
Sets the form length.
Sets the number of lines to be left blank at the bottom of
the page.
Cancels the setting performed by ESC N.
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Top of form-,
Position of
punt  head at.
Power ON
ESC @
ESC C

Right margin--
ESC Q

H o r i z o n t a l  .
TABS-ESC D

Skip-over-
perforation-

Number of lines
from next top 0
form position.
Set by ESC N;
cancelled by
ESC 0 -

Next top of forn

;I
I
I-
”

-i
I

--$--
I
I

f--

i

O
0
0

2
0

-

L

Left
margin-
,ESC  I

Form
length-
ESC C

‘elforation
/
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Print Modes

The control codes we discuss next are those that control the print mode.
Th ey are:

ESC P, ESC M, SO, ESC SO, ESC W, DC4, SI, DC2, ESC E,
ESC F, ESC G, ESC H, ESC S, ESC T, ESC -,  ESC 4, ESC 5, ESC K,
ESC m

Great ESCape Program

The program shown below is another walkthrough program that lets
you get at all of the ESC sequences for print modes. Here you can either
input this program from the start or else modify the Escape to Space
program so that it looks like this:

10 INPUT ” INPUT CONTROL CODE”; CODES
20 PRINT “ANY COMMENTS ABOUT ESCAPE CODE m  ; CODES!
30 INPUT COHMENTS
40 LPRINT CHRS(27);CODES;
50 LPRINT “THIS IS ESCAPE CODE “;CODES;”  WHICH “;

COHMENTS
60  FOR X=32  TO 127  : ’  LOOP TO
70  LPRINT CHRS(X);  :  ’ PRINT ASCII
80 NEXT X :’ CODES 32-127
90 LPRINT
100 GOT0 10 : ’ A N D  BXK

This program asks for the code you want to print and your comment. It
then uses a loop (lines 60 to SO) to print ASCII codes 32 to 127 in the
selected print mode.

Having done that, the program then goes back to line 10 and starts over.
You get out of this endless loop by pressing the BREAK key. This is not
“elegant” programming but was opted for to keep things as simple as
possible. Anyone who knows a solution to this problem should feel free to
modify the program right now.
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Story of n

This  is probably a good place to mention something about the values
that are input following the control codes. Most of the codes that control
print modes do not require any data other than the code itself. Some,
however,  like ESC W (Enlarged mode) and ESC R (character set sclcc-
tion), must be followed by a value (n) that specifies the operation of the
code. The usual format for this is:

CHRS(27);“code”;CHR.$(n)

Some of the codes requiring a value for n need only a “1” or “0” to turn
the print mode on or off or to select between two options (such as
Superscript and Subscript for ESC S). These codes can also  take this
format :

CHRS(27);“coden”;  (n=O or 1)

The codes that can do this are:

ESC W, ESC S, ESC U, ESC -, ESC s

Initialize

The first code you shodd try is the initialize control code I‘@.”  This will
cancel any codes in effect so you can start with a “clean slate.”

THIS IS ESCAPE CODE @ WHICH RESETS EVERYTHING
.! "#$,<%'  O++,-./0123456789:;.~=~~.~~~CDEFGHIJKLMN

The more the merrier

Now let’s trying inputting these codes one after another: ESC E,
ESC G, ESC 4, ESC Wl,  ESC SO. Th ese codes set emphasized, double-
strike, italic, enlarged, and superscript printing.

To get the most out of the experience, be sure to get in there and look at
what the print head is doing as it prints out your characters to order.
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THIS IS ESCAPE CODE E/WHICH SETS EMPHASIZED
I ~~#~a’  ( ) ++,  -_ 10123456789: ; c: = >?@ABCDEFGH  I JKLMN

oFQRSTUVWXYZC\l^- abcdefgbi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz < 1 >

THIS IS ESCAPE CODE G WHICH SETS DOUBLE-STRIKE
(STILL EMPHASIZED)

!~~*-a&’  o*+,-./0123456789:; <=>?@&BCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZC\l*-’ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzC:)

T H I S  1,s E S C A P E  C O D E  4  WfiICH  S E T S  I T A L I C S
./“#$ZL’O*t,-./8123456789:;~=>?@A~CDEFGHZJKL~~

OPQRSTUYUXYZ~\In-’ abcdefghijkImnopqrstuvtexyzl/>

Use this program to try out different combinations of print modes. If
things get  too complicated, you can either input a code to cancel a particu-
lar mode or you can input “@” and start all over again.

And when you’ve done all you want to, press the BREAK key.
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Another Way of Doing It
Like all things in life, there’s more than one way to get the print modes.

Your RX printer is equipped with a powerful escape code called ESC !.
This code writes the value sent after it (n)  directly to the control word of
the printer. The control word is shown below:

BiI  7 Bit  6 Bit  5 Bit  4 Bil  3 Bit 2 Bit  I Bit  0

“i  ” Underline Ir~lics Enlarged IkrutF  Emphasized Condensed A!rvtys Elite

“3”  - _ _ - - - - Pica

Each bit of this word controls a different aspect of the printed character.
For example, when bit 7 is “I “, underline mode is selected and bit 0 selects
between elite and pica characters. Let’s analyze a value for n.

What you see

If you send this to the printer:

10 LPRINT CHRS(27)  # ” ! “i CHRS  (92) ; “THIS IS ! 92-g

You will get this:

T H I S  I S  .J  9 2

Which is italic double-struck emphasized condensed pica.
This is because 92, when converted to binary a value becomes: 01011100

(0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0)

‘I” Underline Italics Enlarged Q;I:  Emphasized Condensed A&y Elk

‘0”  - - - - - - Pica

So we see that each bit of the control word is doing its job.
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The next program we introduce is calied “Everything” and uses the
ESC  ! code to print every kind of character your printer knows.

10 FOR I=0  TO 255
20 X=I\Z:IF  X MOD 2=1  THEN 60
30 LPRINT CHR%(27);“!“;CHR~(I);“EVERYTHING  “j
4 0  GOSUB  1 0 0
50  LPRINT “(“;R*;  “b”;  I
6 0  N E X T  I
100 R?C=”  ”
110  N=I
120 X=N MOD 2
130 IF X=1 THEN RS=” 1 “+R*  ELSE R*=“0”+RS
140 N=N\2
150 IF N>=l THEN 120
1 6 0  R~=RXGHTS(“00000000”+R%,G)
170 RETURN

This program loops to generate all the values for n between 0 and 255.
Line 20 uses the modulus (remainder of integer division) to skip over those
codes that would be duplicated because bit 1 of the control word is ain-ays
“0”

The subroutine from line 100 returns the binary equivalent of decimal
numbers. This gives binary values for n so that we can easily compare the
value of each bit against the bits of the control word.

RLJNning  everything

When you RUN this program, you will be treated to the sight of your
printer giving you everything it has.

When Everything has finished, you should have a complete list of all the
ways your printer knows of printing characters.

Frame this list (it’s that beautiful) and hang it on the wall next to your
computer or word processor. When you want an unusual combination of
print modes, check this list. When you find one that strikes your fancy, just
send ESC ! to the printer followed by the decimal value at the right of the
list. (The lists in this manual, for example, were all printed using
ESC ! 24.)
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EVER1Tkil  ra !0wlBQmm)  63
EVEKYTHING  l00000001)  1
EVERYTHING !b'&?WlEBI  4
E!,ERYTHING  ~00000101) 5
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 )  8
EVEEYTH:NG  (00001001) 9
EVERYTHING ~00001100) 12
E!'EF,YTH!HG  l00001101~  1:
EVERYTHING (00010000) 16
EVERYTHING (00010001)  17
EVEAYlHlN6  008111081  20
EVERYTHiNG  (00010101)  21
EVERYTHING (00011000) 24
EVERYTHING (00011001)  25
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 )  2 8
EVERYTHING l00011101)  29
Rk.  WE.t-CT  I- I i  I  N4.G ~LBi.~liZ3tiDk'bfi-VO~
E V E R Y T H I N G (Id01lz)~lzlel1)  3 3
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 )  3 6
EVEHYTHING (1210100101) 5 7
E V E R Y T H I N G ~QIQllQBlQBldQ3>
E V E R Y T H I N G (001010Qll)  4 1
E V E R Y T H I N G ~LdmlQ0llldQf>
E V E R Y T H I N G ( 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 ) 4 5
E V E R Y - l - H  I NC3 ~(zIcdllizlQlii?Q)>
E V E R Y T H I N G ( 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 )  4 9
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 )  5 2

E V E R Y T H I N G ( 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 )  5 3
E V E R Y T H I N G <laQ011  lQ0QrQl~
E V E R Y T H I N G (00111001> 5 7
E V E R Y T H I N G ~Qlla1111QlQ~
E V E R Y T H I N G (00111101> 6 1
,L 6 i :.' ! ,L$'  ; ,G,':. . i “> f“;(.!s,;.,' ) ,,j
[l[,?‘~  Jh’;!dC  !OI@dr’$P!!  t5
.rlE?!7Bl!:G !J;SudiYf!  a9
Ebc:i!TH:UG  IBf@bB!C1!  c,?
EVERYTHING i01001000~  72
EkiRrTNJPG  ,L"?CO!f?02!  73
EVERYTHING i01001100)  76
EbriT;‘HlHE  i$!PI11@1)  77
EVEi?)'THING  t010!0000)  S0
EVERYTHING ~Pllil00#1)  81
fYERrlnJWG  1fJffflff1  84
EVERYTHING (PlIf0101)  85
EVERYTHING f B1011 BBPI 88
EVERYTHING (02611181J  89
EVERYTHING ~91@111@#1 92
EVERYJHII(G  111121101)  93
E- L/E/?-?-'THING c- ml 2 @ia&-J@@.>
E V E R Y T H I N G (02 200001)  9 7
E V E R Y T H I N G  ~02100100~  100
E V E R Y T H I N G i0220010i, 101
‘EVERYTNZNG ~@lZ@;c@~C3>

2 1 4

--_ -,

4Q)

4 4

4 8

5 6

6Ql
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COJVTROLLINGYOURPKINTER

EVERYTHIHG i01101001~ 1 0 .5
EVERYTNZNG t@zz~zz~GFar) Z@S
E V E R Y T H I N G ~0110ll0'1~ 109
EVE/?YTH  ING c-G31  2 1 iDf?JsT??@.> 2 1 IL7
E V E R Y T H I N G c-01110001) 113
E V E R Y T H I N G  C0lli0ieS)  116
E V E R Y T H I N G ~01110101> 1 1 7
EVERY7NING cc31  2 I IerGs@> IZcb
E V E R Y T H I N G C01111001~ I22
EVERY7NING C~Z1ZZICP@> 224
E V E R Y T H I N G ~01111101~ 1 2 5
E’.ERYTHING  !JIZ~l~Clc1~t1)  l”R---___----.-- _ _.
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 )  129
E’VERYTtllN6  11800il188)  l;?

EVEFiYTHING ( 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 )  1 3 3
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 )  136
EVEFiYTHING (10001001)  137
EVERYTHING (10001100) 140
EVERYTHING (10001181)  141
E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 )  1 4 4
EVERYTHING 110@18881)  145
EVERYTHING ~10110180)  148
E V E R Y T H I N G  (i0010101)  1 4 9

EVERYTHING (10011000) 152
E V E R Y T H I N G  (lB011001)  1 5 3
EVERYTHING (10011100) 156
E V E R Y T H I N G  (18011101J  1 5 7
EyEI-l<-y 1-H .L  tkll3 c I la 1  laMLDrnG3  > 3 &La.-  -.-  ._- ..-  - ._ - ._.  -
E V E R Y T H I N G ~1Ql1e)0l?J(D1) 1 6 1

1 6 4
~(Dlell)  1 6 5

mQtQJ> 1 6 8
c3leel) 1 6 9  _

1 7 2

E V E R Y T H I N G  ( 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 )
EVEFiYTHING (Ii.31
E V E R Y T H I N G c 1Q)lQ)ll
E V E R Y T H I N G (101
E V E R Y T H I N G c1QB~Qt11iaQN>
E V E R Y T H I N G (1QI1Q)11Ql1) 1 7 3
E V E R Y 1~ I-k!z!tiE ._._ .(_.1~Il.d9XQ).,-.1Z_b_--
E V E R Y T H I N G (luJ118QJ81) 1 7 7
EVERYTHING (10110100) 180
E V E R Y T H I N G (116114)181)  11
E V E R Y T H I N G < Idal  1 IOQIC
E V E R Y T H I N G (10111801) 1
E V E R - Y - T H I N G <14)1111~
EVERYTI-
E!‘L./:‘!,T.~A_NG _ - _ T .=.:  T._  - -  =
E V E R Y T H I N G  illebdlll)  I??
EYEBYTHING  ;JJdddJdd!  116
E V E R Y T H I N G  tJJ0C010J~  i97
EVERYTHING ~11001000~ 200- -
fYE/?YTHlNG  (JJB@~OY)II  ?@I
EVERYTHING ~11001100) 204
EYERYTHING tfJ@liJk~J!  2 8 5
&ERVJHING  ileizl&W@L  3s- - -
EYERYTHZNG ClJ@J01811  ZB?
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EVERYTH

EvERrrRz.
E VERYTH
EYERYTHING  f1lBI
E L' 5 ,v 7)' ,- fi,:
E V E R Y T H I N G (22.200001)  225-
E V E R Y T H I N G  iiil001~0)  ZZS-
EVERYTHI
EVERYTf-#J  N G ~~21102000> 2 3 2
EVE.TYTHING c- 1 I 1 0 1 0 0 1 .J 27  3 3
E V E R Y T H I N G <-11202100> z 3 6
E V E R Y T H I N G c.  1 I 1 0 1 1 D I > 237~__
EVERYTH.TIG c-  1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 .) 2  4  La_-.--_.-  - -_.-.  _. -.-- - ._ _____. ----_ -_
E V E R Y T H I N G C11110001~ 2 4 1
EVERYTHING  (11110100~  2 4 4
E V E R Y T H I N G ~11110f01~ 2 4 5
E V E R Y T H I N G C?Zlll000> 248
EVERYTHING ~11111001~ 2 4 9
EVERYTNING t-21111200> ,352
E V E R Y T H I N G Cllllll01~ 2 5 3

216
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C~ICROLLING YOURPRINTER

Bit-Image Graphics
Your  RX printer, in addition to bein g able to print the matrix patterns

stored in its ROM memory, can also print dot patterns designed b),  you,
the user.

This function is called dot or bit-image graphics.

“Dot graphics” refers to the fact that in this mode you choose which
dots of the dot matrix are to be printed (which pins of the print head are to
fire). “Bit-image” refers to the fact that a binaq  (bit by bit) representation
is used to indicate, or address, the pins of the print head.

Bits and dots

Before giving any actual examples, let’s first consider what would be the
most logical a-ay of telling the printer which pins it should fire.

At any given dot position, each pin of the print head must be in one of
two states-it is either firing or it is not. In this sense, the pins can be
thought of as binary digits that are either “1” (firing) or “0” (not firing). It
makes sense then that an s-bit  binary number is enough to address each  pin
of the print head. Binary data “11111111” (255) would thus tell the printer
to fire the pins and “00000000” (0) to fire none of them.

To show this in practical terms, let’s brin g 'back the uppercase T used in
Chapter 3 to demonstrate the firing order of the pins, The data for each dot
position of the uppercase T is shown below:

(100dm00)
128

(100020000)
128

(100040000)
128

5
(10000000)

128

Fig. 4-l Print Data for Uppercase T

In other words, the data to print uppercase T is sent to the print head in
the order of: 128, 128, 255, 128, 128.

CS 226 (H)
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How to do it

The precedmg  dtscussron  gave an Idea  of how to calculate  the data to be
sent to the printer as bit-image data. Before you can send  this kind of data,
however, you  must first tell the printer  that  you’re entcl-ing Bit-imasc
mode and that it should treat the data that follows as bit-image data. 11
would also be nice to tell the printer how much data to expect.

This is what we do with bit-image codes ESC K, ESC L, ESC Y,
ESC Z,and ESC l .

Bit-image printing is performed one line at time. Since the density (dots
per inch) of the graphics printed by each control code is different, the total
number of data that can be sent for each code is also different.

The first type of bit-image printing is Normal-density mode. In this
mode, the dot patterns are printed in a density abour equal to that for
normal pica-sized characters. The maximum number of dot positions that
can be printed in a single line is S16. The input format for the,ESC  K
instruction that controls normal-density bit-image printing is:

CHR$(27);“K”;CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHRS(d,);CHRS(d~);...
CHW!d,,,,a);

To find the total number of bit-image data, n2 is multiplied by 256 and
added to the value of nl.

For instance, let’s try printing uppercase T in bit-image mode.

First, if we calculate the number of data we see that it is 5 with one blank
for a total of 6. This translates into values of 6 and 0 (6+0x256)  for nl and
n2. The bit-image data used here is that shown in Fig. 4-1.

10 LPRXNT CliR%(27)  ; “K”;CHRSW);CHR%(0);
20 LPRINT CHRS(128);CHRS(128);CHR*(255)1
3 0  L P R I N T  CHR%(128);CHRS(128);CHRt(B)I

Yes, it is much easier to send an ASCII code for the letter T to the
printer and let it do the hard part; that’s why we have the character codes.
There is,  however,  a whole new world of computer graphics that the
Bit-image mode opens up for you.
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CONTROLLINGYOURPRINTER

The Graphics Delight Program
in the same way that the Great Escape program let you print out data in

each  of the different print modes, this program lets you do the same thing
for graphics.

10 INPUT “BIT IMAGE CDDE (K,  L, Y, Z)“;CODE%
20 INPUT "nl and nZ  PLEQSE”;Nl,NZ
30 INPUT “HOW. MANY BIT-IMAGE DATA”; DCOUNT
40 DIM DtDCOUNT)
50 FOR J=l  TO DCOUNT
60 INPUT “DATA”;D(J)
70 NEXT J
80 LPRINT CHRS(27);CClDE*;CHRS(N1);CHR+o;
85 FOR L=l TO (Nl+N2+256)/DCOUNT
90 FOR K=l TO DCOUNT
100 LPRINT CHRO(D(K));
110 NEXT K
115  NEXT L
120 END

Input this program exactly as it appears above. When you RUN the
program, it will first ask YOU to input the control code that you want to
execute for bit-image printing.

Your choices here’ are: ESC K, ESC L, ESC Y, and ESC Z which
select Normal, Double-density, Double-density double-speed, and
Quadruple-density bit-image print modes.

As the names of each of these modes suggest, the maximum 816
dot positions per inch of the Normal bit-image mode doubles to 1,632
for Double-density, and doubles again to 3,264 positions per line in
Quadruple mode.

The higher the dot density used, the higher the resolution (quality) of
your graphics. The price you pay is speed-in double- and quadruple-
density graphic printing, the print speed drops to about half that for
normal density.

As a compromise solution, there is also a Double-density double-speed
mode that gives you extra speed but cannot print horizontally adjacent
dots.

We will execute our first RUN through the program in Normal-density
mode, so input “K.”
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We are not alone

Let’s say you want to bring not just one, but a whole attack squadron of
space invaders down upon yourself. We show you how to do this.

Here we’ll assume that the average width of a space invader is I2 dot
positions (plus one so their wings don’t brush). This means that 13 bit-
image data will be enough to describe a single invader.

If we feel that a squadron of 30 should do the trick, we get a total of 390
(30~~1  I) bit-image data.

To find nl and n2, we then divide 390 by 256 and get a quotient
of 1 with remainder of 134. These become the values for n2 and nl,
respectively.

Input these values with a comma between them. The program will then
ask you how many data per space invader. Input “13” and press the
RETURN key.

The program will now ask in order for the data for a single invader.
Input:

Fig. 4-2 Bit-Image Space invader
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-

When you input the last data, your computer will think a while (quite a
while when the bit-image to be printed is genuinely  complicated) then, and
then, AAARGH !!!

2%  d%  h h.h.  h,?  a-.  h 2..  a-.. h. h h 2-s.  *.  h h. 2-h h. --..  *..*..f$.*.  *..-%.--kh.~..*-.-e- ++-* -C----C---.-----------CC---C---

Let’s try that once more, this time in the Double-density mode. This
time when the program asks for a control code, give it an “L.” Input the
rest of the data exactly as in Normal density mode.

When the program prints, you’ll find that the attack squadron is bearing
a hasty retreat across the universe.

The main thing to watch when executing this program is to get the.right
values for nl and n2. If they’re not correct, you end up sending the
printer more data than it was told to expect for bit-image data. When it gets
these data, it has no choice but to print them as character codes.

With that one word of caution, we leave you to get some graph paper,
figure out where you want your dots to go and have yourself a good time.

Cs 226 (HI
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CR CARRIAGE  ti

Format CHRS(13);

Function ‘Illis  code starts the printing.

u’hen  a11  the characters in the print buffer have been printed,
the print head returns to the left margin.

you  can set your printer with a DIP switch setting so when a
carriage return is sent, it also automatically performs line feed.
SCC Chapter 3 for details.

of the printer has no characters KO print (or if they are all Space
code), the print head will not move when you send it a CR
code. If the printer has been set to perform line feed, however,
it will faithfully do so even if it has nothing to print.
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Format CHR$(lO);

Function This code advances the paper set in the printer the cquivalcnt
of one line. You can set.the  amount of the lint  feed  (tlic
distance the paper advances) using the control codes dcrailcd
elsewhere in this chapter.
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FF FORM FEED

Format CHRS(12);

Function This code advances the paper to the next top of form position.
The top of fcrm Fosition  is the vertical position of the print
head when you rum the power to the primer  on, send an
ESC @ to initialize it, or set the page length with ESC C. The
printer remembers this posirion,and  advances the paper to that
spot on the next page when it receives this code.
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Format CHR$(27);“@“;

Function This code initializes the printer. In other words, it returns  the
printer to the same condition as when power has just been
turned  on. Any print modes or margins that have been set  nfill
be cleared and only those conditions indicated by the settings
of the DIP switches will be in effect.
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ESC M E m  PncH

Format CHR$(27);“M”;

Function This code causes characters to be printed in elite pitch. Elite
type fits 12 characters to an inch.

Because this control code takes precedence, if a code that
selects emphasized characters is also input, the new code will
be seemingly ignored. What has actually happened is that the
printer has set an internal flag to take note of the fact that
Emphasized mode has been requested; you will get your
Emphasized characters as soon as you return to printing pica
characters (ESC I’).

Example

Elite characters
P i c a  c h a r a c t e r s
Condensed characters
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ESC P

Format CHR$(27);“P”;

Function This code cancels the elite print set by ESC M.

When this code is input, the printer  returns to pica print. This
code cancels  only elite print and leaves all other modes, such as
Enlarged or Condensed, in effect.

Example

_’

F’i  ca c h a r a c t e r s
E l i t e  c h a r a c t e r s
Condensed characters
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so ENLARGED PRINT  (ONE LINE)-

Format

Function

Example

WRS(14)

This code prints enlarged type for one line. That is, the charac-
tcrs  starting from CHRS(  14) to the end of the line (line feed  or
carriage return) are printed as enlarged characrcrs.

ESC SO is another way of writing this code; the function is
iJentica1 either way. A line feed, DC4, or ESC ‘NO  can all be
used to end Enlarged mode set by this code. This code is useful
f.x printing section titles and other one-line captions.

Pica F-i ca en1 argecl
t11 te E l i t e e n l a r g e d
Condensed C o n d e n s e d  e n l a r g e d
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DC4 CANCELS ENLARGID  hwr
- -

F o r m a t CHR$(PO);

Function This code cancels Enlarged print  mode set  by the SO (or
ESC SO) code but  no t  tha t  set  by the ESC W1  code.

As shown, there  are a number of codes that can be used to set
and cancel the Enlarged print mode. How these codes relate is
summarized below.

S e t s Cancelled by
s o LF, DC4, ESC WO
ESC SO LF, DC4, ESC WO

E S C  W1 ESC wo

We should note here that the LF code also contains a CR code.
This is why codes like ESC SO and SO that are cancelled by
CR are also cancelled by LF.
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ESC W ENLARGED PRINT

Form3t CHR$(27);“W”;CHR$(n);
n=l or 49 Sets  Enlarged print mod;
n=Q  or 48 Cancels Enlarged print mode

Function  This code sets (n=l  or 49) and cancels (n=O or 48) the
Enlarged print mode. The difference between this code and the
SO code is that because it is not cancelled’by line feed, ESC W
allows you to print Enlarged print over  several lines.

ESC Wl  can only be cancelled by ESC WO.
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Format CHRq15);
Function This code causes characters to be printed as condcnscd  charac-

ters (17  character per inch).

This code can be used in combination with SO (Enlarged
^ mode) to print condensed enlarged characters.

Condensed emphasized characters, however, cannot be
printed. If the printer is already in Emphasized mode when

‘ybu  instkct  it to print condensed characters, this setting will
seemingly be ignored. You will get your condensed characters,
however, as’soon as you leave Emphasized mode.

The exact same thing happens if you tell the printer to print
condensed characters when it is already set for elite characters.

SI can also be expressed as ESC SI. The effect is ?xacrly the
same.

Example

Condensed characters
F’i  c a  c h a r a c t e r s
E l i t e  charact’ers

.
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CAIICELS  CONDENSED  MODE

Format CHRS(16);

Function If you are printing condensed characters when you send this
code to the printer, it cancels the Condensed mode  and returns
to printing normal characters.

If you are printing elite-sized or emphasized characters with
the Condensed mode waiting its turn (see SI for details), this
code will cancel the waiting condensed mode.



ESC E EMPHASIZED I’RINT

Format CHR$(27);“E”;

Function This code sets the Emphasized character mode. This code
causes the print head to overprint the dot pattern for a given
character, shifting it slightly to the right. Emphasized mode
gives you higher-qualiry,  more distinctive printing.

Because this mode prints two dots for each dot of the pattern,
printing speed drops to approximately 50 cps (characters per
second)-about half the normal printing speed. Emphasized
mode is cancelled by sending ESC F to the printer.

Emphasized elite characters cannot be printed. If you send
ESC. E to the printer when it is printing elite characters, it will
put the Emphasized mode on hold (see ESC M for details).

Condensed emphasized characters also cannot be printed. In
this case Emphasized mode takes precedence (s&z  SI for de-
tails).

Example

Pica P i c a  emphas i z ed
E l i t e E l i t e  e m p h a s i z e d
Condensed Condensed emphasized
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ESC F CANCELS EMPHAS~  hurv~

/

Format CHRS(27);“F”;

Function This code cancels the Emphasized print mode set by ESC E.
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ESC G DOUIKE-SIRKE  PRINr

Format CHR$(27);“G”;

Function This code overprints characters with two  passes of the print
head. After rhe first  pass. rhe printer advances rhc pnpcr  b!f
about one lhird  of a dor. This fills in the vertical  gap bctnccn
dors for higher-quality printing.

Double-strike mode can be used in combination with any of
the other prim  modes.

Example

P i c a Pica double-strike
Elite Elite double-strike
Condensed Condensed double-strike
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ESC H CANCELS DOUBLE-STTUKE  PRINT

Format CHRS(27);“H”;

Function This code cancels the double-strike mode set by ESC G.
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Format CHR$(27);“S”;CHRS(n);
n=O or 48 Sets Superscript mode

n=l  or 49 Sets Subscript mode

Function This code sets the Superscript or Subscript mode. Supcrsc+~
mode prints l&mm  characters in the upper half of the print
line and Subscript mode prints 1.6mm  characters in the lower
half of the print line.

These characters are formed using unidirectional  double-strike
printing.

Cancel this mode using ESC T.

Example
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ESC T CANCELS sur~uBscRrrr

Format CHR$(27);‘!T”;

Function This code cancels the Super/Subscript mode set by the ESC S
code.
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ESC - UNDERLINE

Format CHR!$(27);“-“;CHR$(n);
n=l or 49 Sets Underlined print mode
n=O or 48 Cancels Underlined print mode

Function This code sets or cancels the Underlined print mode. The
underline is printed as a continuous line in all print modes; this
code is ignored, however, in Bit-image mode.

This  i s  u n d e r l i n i n q  code  ESC  -1
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ESC 4 ITALIC m

Format CHR$(27’);“4”;

Function This code sets Italic mode. Italic mode can be combined with
any of the other print modes. It does this by selecting the
alternate character set in KOM  codes 160 to 254 and printing
them instead of codes 32 to 126.

P i c a Pica i t a l i c
ELite EJlte i t a l i c
Condensed Condensed italic
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ESC 5 CANCELs  ITALIC  hINr

Format CHR$(27);“5”;

Function This code cancels the Italic mode set by ESC 4.
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ESC R %LECTSCHARACTER%T

Format CHRS(27);“R”;CHRS(n);
n=O 10  IO

Function ‘I’II~S  code lets  you select among international character sets.
‘11~~  RX printer can “speak” IO languages using the codes
stored in its ROM memory. The character set that you select
hcrc  (using n) will remain in effect until another ESC R code
is sent to the printer.

” Counrry

8 Japan
9 Norway

IO Denmark  II

Example

0 #SBC\l^‘C
1
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E S C  m SPECIAL CHARACIER  GENERATOR

Format CHR$(27);“m”;CHR$(n);
n=4 Selects graphic characters
n=O Selects control codes

Function This code tells the printer how you want it to treat ROM
codes 128 to 159. These codes can either be used as standard
control codes (n=O)  or for graphic characters (n=4).

This selection can also be performed by DIP switch l-2. See
Appendix for details.

Example

These characters are the same as those used with the Epson
HX-20 Notebook Computer.

c
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ESC 0 l/8  I NCH LINE SPACING

Format CHR$(27);“0”;

Function This code changes the line spacing (the amount that the printer
advances the paper when it performs line feed) to l/8 inch.
This distance corresponds exactly to the height of a 6-by-9 dot
matrix pattern, so you can print 9-pin bit-image graphics and
not leave gaps between lines.

Example

l/8 i n c h  Line  S p a c i n g
l/8  i n c h  Lzne  S p a c i n g
l/B i n c h  L i n e  Soacina-r- --..3l/8  i nch  L ine  Spac ing
l/8  i nch  L ine  Spac ing
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ESC 1 7/72 INCH LINE SIWN;

Format CHR$(27);“1”;

Function This code changes the line spacing to 7172 inch, cquivnlcnr 10
the vertical spacing for seven dots. Since standard charncrcrs
are  printed in a s-by-7  dot matrix, this setting  leaves no space
between lines, which comes in handy for 8-pin  bit-imngc
graphics.

Example

CS 226 0-4
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ESC 2 l/6 Lm SPACING

Format CHRS(27);“2”;

Function ‘Illi\  :.c,Ac ch.m;cs the line spacing IO l/6 inch, the height of 12
&I\.  ‘I’llis scttinf  is the default setting and is automatically
WIKIC~  \vhcn  the printer  is switched on.

Exnnlplc

l/b i,nch  L i n e  S p a c i n g
J / 6  i n c h  L i n e  S p a c i n g
l/6 i n c h  L i n e  S p a c i n g
l/6 i n c h  L i n e  S p a c i n g
l/6 i n c h  L i n e  S p a c i n g
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ESC J n/216 PAPER FEED

F o r m a t  CHR$;“J”;CHR$(n);
Function This code lets you execute line feed for n/216 inch for ultra-

precise control of line spacing.

The size of the line feed you want to perform is specified by n
as shown above. Because this code includes a line feed (LFJ,
the printer advances the paper when you send it this code. This
contrasts with ESC 3 that sets, but does not execute, line feed.

Because of the minute distances involved, the accuracy of
paper feed performed when n=l or n=2 is not assured.
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ESC 3 n/216  INCH  LINE SPACING

Format

Function

CHR$(27);“3”;CtiR$(n);
n=l to 255

This code sets the line spacing to n/2  16 inch. A line spacing of
l/216  is equivalent to l/3 the vertical spacing between dots.

l/772  inch

11216 inch

Example

16 FOR I=1 T O  10
2 8 LPRINT CHRS(27) ~“3”~CHR%(I) 1
38  LPRINT  “LINE SPCICINS ---,,,,,,-*
40 NEXT
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ESC A n/72 INCH LINE SPACING- -

Format CHR$(27);“A”;CHRS(n);
n=O to 85

Function This code sets the line spaqin g to n/76 inch. Lint  spacing of
l/76  inch is the amount of vertical spacing bctwccn  two  dots.

Example

10 FOR I-l TO 10
20 LPRINT CltRS(27)~“A”;CHRS(I);
30  LPRINT “LINE SPACINQ ----------”
40 NEXT

LINE  &&-*pdG  ----------
LTNE SF'ACING ----------
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ESC I (el) SETS  LLFI’ h’hRGIN

Format CHR$(27);“1”;  CHR$(n);
n=O to 78 Pica and emphasized characters
n=O  to 93 Elite characters
n=O to 128 Condensed characters

Function This code sets the left margin according to the currently
selected character width. This code is used in combination
with ESC Q to set the left and right margins of the print area.

Since the margin is set as the number of characters, the location
of the left margin will depend on the current character width.
The range of values that can be specified for n is therefore
different for each print pitch.

In Enlarged mode, the values that can be specified for each
type pitch will be half of those shown above.

The horizontal TAB positions are calculated from the left
margin. Sending ESC 1 to the printer to set a new left margin
will cancel the existing TABS;  TABS specified after that will be
based on the new left margin.
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ESC Q SETS  RIGHT h%AKGIN

Format CHR$(27);“Q”;CHR$(n);
n=2  to 80 Pica-sized and emphasized characters
n=3  to 96 Elite-sized characters
n=4  to 132 Condensed characters

Function This code sets the right margin.

The value specified here for n must be at least 2 greater than
the left margin setting in Pica or Emphasized mode, 3  greater
in Elite mode, and 4 greater in Condensed mode.

In Enlarged mode, the values that can be specified for n for
each pitch will be half of those shown in the format above.

You should place this code on a program line by itself or else at
the start of the line. Otherwise, data appearing before rhe code
in the line may be lost.
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ESC D SETS HOFUZONML  TAB

Format CHRS(27);“D”;CHRS(n,);CHR$(n,);...CHR$(n3;CHR$(O);
n=l  IO  132
k=l  IO  32

use this code  to specify horizontal TAB positions. You can
indicate  as many as 32 horizontal TABS by specifying values
for n,...n,  as shown above. These values should be specified
from smallest to largest.

You must input CHR$(O) at the end of the TAB specifi-
cation. Otherwise, the TABS will not be set correctly.

Once you’ve set the TABS, the print head will move to the
next TAB each time you send it an HT code.

The printer calculates these positions by multiplying the num-
ber of characters (specified as n) by the current character
width. These distances are then remembered as absolute values
which means that they will not change even if you start priq-
ing characters of a different pitch.

You can specify TAB positions up to the 80th character posi-
tion for pica-sized characters, to the 96th position for elite, and
to the 132nd position for condensed.

The default setting is a TAB every eight character positions.
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F o r m a t CHRW);
Function Sending this code to the printer moves the  print head to the

next horizontal TAB position. The ESC D code is used to \et
these positions. When you turn the power for your printer on,
horizontal TABS are set at every eight characters.  If more than
one HT is input, the print head moves that many TAB posi-
tions to the right. If you input SO many HTs  that the  print
head moves past the right margin, it will return to the left
margin of the next line and continue printing from there.

Note that you may not be able to use this code in the version
of BASIC used by your computer. In this case, try sending
CHR$(137). It should work fine.
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ESC B SETS VERTICAL TAB

Format CHR$(27);“B”;CHR$(n,);CHR$(n~~~-.CHR$(n~;CHR$(O);
n=l to 254
k=l  to 16

Use this code to set the vertical TAB positions.

You can indicate as many as 16 vertical TAB positions by
specifying values f& n as shown above. These values should be
specified from smallest to largest.

You must input CHR$(O)  at the end of the TAB specifica-
tion. Otherwise, the TABS will not be set correctly.

Once you’ve set the vertical,TABs,  the paper will advance to
the next vertical TAB every time you send the printer a VT
code (explained next). The printer calculates these positions by
multiplying the number of lines (n) by the current iine spacing.
This position is then remembered as an absolute value, which
means it will not change even if the line spacing itself is
subsequently changed.
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VT EXECUTES Vixmx.  TAH

Format CHR$(l  1);

Function Sending this code to the printer causes the paper to ndvancc 1,)
the next vertical TARy position (set by ESC B or ESC h).

Since this code contains an LF, it cancels the Enlarged print
mode set by SO.
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ESC b PRFS~  VERTICAL FORMAT

Format CHR$(27);“b”;CHR$(m);CHR$(n1);...CHR$(n3;CHR$(O);
m=O to 7
n=l  to  254
k=l to 16

Function Your printer can remember up to eight different sets of vertical
TAB settings. This code is used to program these formats, that
is, to preset the vertical TABS for each page format.

For example, you could set TABS at the Jrd, 5th, and 15th
lines for format 1 and at the 6th, Roth,  and 30th lines for format
.
L.

To set the vertical TABS, specify the format number as m as
given above. Then specify the vertical TAB positions as
n,...n,. Values for n are specified in exactly the same manner
as they are with the ESC B code.

You must input CHR$(O) at the end of the TAB specifi-
cation. Otherwise, the TABS  will not be set correctly.

The printer automatically selects format 0 when power is
turned on. This is also tine format set by ESC B.
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ESC I SELECE  VERTICAL FOIWAT

Format CHR$(27);“/“;CHR$(n);
n=O to 7

Function This code selects from among the vertical  TAB formats set b)
ESC b.

Send this code to the printer with the desired formar  number
specified as n above.

If format 0 is selected, the vertical TABS set by ESC B will be
in effect.

ESC b sets vertical
TABS  for formats 0 to 7

ESC / selects among
formats 0 to 7
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ESC e HORIZONTALIVERTICX TAB

Format CHR$(27);“e”;CHR$(m);CHR$(n);
m=O or 1

Function This code sets vertical (m= 1) or horizontal (m=O) TABS every
n lines  or characters. For vertical TABS, a TAB position that
exceeds the length of the page will be ignored and for horizon-
tal TABS, the minimum value for n is 2 (pica characters).
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ES@ f PAPER FEED/TAB  EXECUTE

Format CHR$(27);“f”;CHR$(m);CHR$(n);
n=O to 127
m=O or 1

Function This code can be used to advance the paper (m= 1) or move the
print head to the right (m=O). The units for these operations
are lines  and characters spaces, respectively, specified by n.
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ESC C FORM bNGTH

Format CHR$(27);“C”;CHR$(n);
n=l to 127 (number of lines)
CHR$(27);“C”;CHR%(O);CHRS(n);
n=l to 22 (inches)

Function This code sets the form length, or how much the paper is
advanced when FF (form feed) is performed. As shown above,
the form length can be specified either as the number of lines
or in inches.

If the form length is specified in lines, the printer multiplies the
value specified as n by the current line spacing.

The prmrer  remembers the form length as an absolute value.
This means that it will not change even if the line spacing is
changed.

The position of the print head when this code is input becomes*
the new top of form position.

DIP switch pin 1-4 is used to set either ll- or 12-inch  form
length for the default value.

Note that input of this code cancels the amount that the paper
automatically advances to skip over the perforation at the end
of the form (set by ESC N code, described next).
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Form;lt CHRS(27);“N”;CHR$(n);
n=I IO  127

Function Tllis  co&  is used  to  set  the number of hncs tha t  will  bc  left
blank  at the bottom of the form when printing on continuous-

feed paper.

For example, to leave the last five lines of the form blank, send
this code to the printer with a value of 5 for n.

Then when the prinrer reaches the fifth line from the bottom
of the form (set by ESC C), it stops printins  and advantes  the
paper to the next top-of-form position. Any setting that ex-
ceeds the form length is ignored.

The setting performed by this code is cancelled if ESC C is
sent to the printer IO set  a new form length.

You can set a I-inch “skip-over” by setting DIP switch pin
2-4 to ON.
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ESC 0 CANCELS  SKIP-OVER-PERKXATION

Format CHRC(27);“‘O”;

Function This code cancels the skip-over-perforation set by ESC N. It
does not affect any other aspect of the page format, wch  as line
spacmg,  left and right margins, etc.
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ESC K NORMAL-DENSITY  BIT-IMAGE

Format CHR$(27);“K”;CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHR$(d,j;...
CHWdn,rnJ;

Function This code sets Normal-density bit-image mode. In this mode,
data (d,...dnl&  sent to the printer are treated as bit-image
data that direct the Sring  of each  pin of the print.hPad.

nl and n2 together specify the total number of bit-image data
to be sent to the printer.

nl is the modulus (remainder of integer division) of the total
number of data by 256; n2 is the quotient of this division.

Refer to Chapter 4 Bit-Image Graphics forWd&ails.

The maximum number of data that can be specified for one
line of printing in this mode is 480.

Bit-image and Text lnodes  can be mixed on the same line. In
this case, however, the total number of bit-image data that can
be specified is decreased for each character of text data; by 6
data for each pica or emphasized character, 3.5 for each con-
densed, and 5 for each elite character. These values are doubled
for Enlarged mode.
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ESC I DUAL-DENSITY BIT-Irw,w

Format CHR$(27);“L”;CHR$(n~);Ci4R$(n2);CHR$(d,);...
CHWWmn,)

Function Tliis  code sets Dual-density bit-image mode. The function of
this mode is identical to ihat  of Normal-density mode except
that twice the number of data can be printed per line. The total
number of bit-image data per line in this mode is 960.

Different bit-image modes as well as bit-image and text print-
ing can be mixed on the same line.

If dual-density bit-image printing is mixed with texr  data, the
total number of bit-image data that can be specified is de-
creased for each character of text data; by 12 for each pica-
sized or emphasized character, 7 for each condensed,  and 10
for each elite-sized character. These values are dcubled  for
Enlarged mode.

I$ Direction of print head

LSB 4
Print head fires between
normal dot positions.

Normal density Dual density

Printing speed in this mode decreases from 10 II’S (inches per
second)  to  5  1%.

CS 226 (H)
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ESC Y DOUBLE-SPEED,  DUAL-DENS&  BIT-IMAGE

Format CHR$(27);“Y”;CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHR$(d,);CHR$(d,)...
CHRWnd;

Function This code sets Double-speed dual-density bit-image mode.

The function of this mode is identical to that of kSC L except
that, because horizontally adjacent dots are not printed,  a print
speed,of  10 IPS is maintained.
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ESC Z QUADRUPLE-DKNSRY  ~-IMAGL:.

Format CHR$(27);“Z”;CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHR$(d,);...
CHWW,mA

Function This code sets  Quadruple-density bit-image mode.

The function of this mode is identical to that of Normnl-
density mode except that four times the number of data can
be printed per line. The total number of bit-image data per
line in this mode is 1,920.

In this mode, horizontally adjacent dots are not printed. The
print speed is 5 II’S,  the same as that of Dual-density mode.
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ESC * BI-I~MAGE  SELECT

Format CH8$(27);“*“;CHR$(m);CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHR$(d,);...
CHRW,,,,,);

Function This code selects the bit-image mode.

The value of m selects the mode as shown in the table below.

Dorlinch

60
I20
120

240
80
90 !

For details of operation, refer to the description of each code.
m=4 selects CRT graphics mode which is optimal for making
hard copies of the CRT display.
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ESC ? REDEFINES  BIT-IMAGE MODES

Format CHR$(27);“?“;“n$“;CHR$(m);
n$=K,  L, Y, or Z
m=l to 4, or 6

Function This code lets you rcdeflnc  the bit-image  modes.

For example, ESC L, which normally selects Dual-density
mode, could be redcfincd  to select Quadruple-density mode.
By using this code at the beginning of a program that has
already been developed, you could change the result of prog-
ram execution without having to rewrite ESC L every time it
occurs.
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ESC A ~-PEN  BIT-IMAGE

Format CHR$(27);“““,-CHR$(a);CHR$(nl);CHR$(n2);CHR$(d,,,);
CHR$(d,,);CHR$(d,,);CHR$(d,3;...CHR$(d,,,,,,);
a=0  or  1
H: High byte, L: Low byrc

Function This code sets the 9-pin  bit-image mode.

a specifies the dot density. When a=O,  normal density (60
dots/inch) is specified. yh en a- 1, dual density (120  dots/
inch) is specified.

Uppermost pin of
p&t  head

M S B  .UJ
00

::
l o
oe
80
00
00
⌧⌧
⌧ ⌧
⌧⌧
⌧⌧
⌧ ⌧
⌧⌧
⌧⌧

AS shown in the figure, the high byte specifies which of the
high-order 8 pins of the print head are to fire and the MSB of
the low byte determines whether or not the 9th pin of the print
head is to fire.

Two bytes must therefore be used to print each dot position
and the number of dot positions is half  of the value specified
by nl and n2.
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BE& SommsBuzmt

Format C:iR$(7);

Function Tinis  code causes the buzzer on the printer to sound for
approximately 0.2 second.
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CAN &NCELS  D.4T.4  IK ‘I-HE PIUNI- &JIIJ.I~

Format CHRS(24);

Function This code cancels all dara  on the line (clears the print buffer).
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BACKSPACE

Format CHRS(8);

Function This code moves the print-position back one character space.
The \i%c  of the spxr  dcpcnds on the pitch (width) mode being
used.  For insrnncc.  if VW xc  printing in Enlarged mode, BS
xvi11  move the print position back  the equivalent of two pica
spaces.
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DEL CANCELS h.V  cHAIUC17:l~
-

Format CHR$(l27);

Function This code cancels the last printable character (code  other  ~hnn A

control code) sent to the printer. DEL is ignored when pl-int-
kg bit-image graphics.
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ESC 9 PAPER END DETECTOR-ON

F o r m a t CHRS(27);“9”;

Function l’our  I<X printer  is  provided  with a function to switch the
prinlcr  off tine \vhcn ir detects  the end of the paper (YOU  can
rc~urnc printins  by  piacing new paper in the printer and press-
ins  the ON LINE switch). This code is used to enable this
function.
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ESC 8 PAPER END DETECTOR-OFF

Format CHR$(27);“8”;

Function The ESC 8 code disables the paper end detector to allow you
to print up to the end of the last page or when printing single
sheets. The pap:~  end detector cab  also be disabled  by setting
DIP switch pin l-5 to ON.

Note that this code is not effective if sent to the printer  after
the printer has .tlrcadp  detected the end of the paper and gone
off line.
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ESC < thIDIRECTlONAL  PRINT  (ONE LINE)

Format CHR$(27);“<“;

Function This code sets unidirectional printing for the current line only.
In this mode, printing is performed only when the print head is
moving from left to right and results in imp:oved  vertical
alignment of dots.
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ESC U UNIDIRECTIONAL PRINIING

Format CHR$(27);“U”;CHRS(n);
n=l  or 49 Unidirectional printing
n=O or 48 Bidirectional printing (except bit-image graphics)

Function This code sets unidirectional printing. In contrast with
ESC <, this setting remains in effect after the first line has
been printed.

Unidirectional printing is useful mainly to improve the vertical
alignment of dots. Normally, the quality of bidirectional print-
ing is more than enough. There may be occasions, however,
when you want the extra-precise vertical alignment of un-
idirectional printing.
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ESC s HALF &ED ~JN-RNG

Format CHR$(27);“s”;CHR$(n);
n=l  or 49 Sets half speed printing
n=O or 48 Cancels half speed printing

Function This codes sets or cancels half speed printing.

Half speed printing reduces the normal printing speed of
100 cps to 50 cps. This reduces drinrer  noise for a quieter
home or office environment.
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